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Any business that wants to win customers and beat the competition understands the importance of 
Facebook. Facebook can bring you new customers at an unprecedented pace every single day. What’s 
more, it gives you the tools to scale your business to multi-million figures — even if your brand is not 
well-known.

But to most businesses, Facebook Ads is a mystery. The fact is that Facebook Ads is simple to use, 
but it comes with numerous variables that can seriously affect the outcome of your efforts if you 
don’t know how to use them. 

That’s why understanding how to optimize your Facebook advertising is the golden key to a treasure 
chest. When you unlock the hidden power behind Facebook Ads, you’re most likely going to build a 
six- or even seven-figure brand with ease.

How can I make such a bold statement?

Simple.

I personally have been there and done that. And I’m still doing it today.

In fact, I’ve helped thousands of students across the globe to achieve the same type of results. My 
students have collectively generated over $35,000,000 in online sales since I started teaching my 
strategies and training them in the hacks I’ve discovered.

I’m not telling you this to brag or to win your trust. But inside this white paper, you’re about to learn the 
strategies that I use for my businesses. And they don’t work only for me; they’ve worked like a charm 
to earn over $35 million for my students as well. 

This white paper is written both for people who want to get started with Facebook Ads and for 
already-savvy Facebook advertisers looking to improve their results without spending more money.

But before I dive into my seven little-known Facebook Ads hacks, I want to quickly share my story with 
you.

OVER $35 MILLION
In Online Sales
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Hi. My Name Is Fred Lam.
I’ve been an entrepreneur since the age of 17 and have 
built multiple multi-million dollar brands in my career. My 
journey has not always been pleasant, and it hasn’t always 
been easy. When I first got started, I was a restaurant 
dishwasher trying to make ends meet. 

While I stood at the sink scrubbing other people’s dishes, 
I made a conscious decision to save up and to invest in 
myself. 

I started taking my hard-earned money to purchase online 
courses so that I could learn how to build a business 
online. After work, I spent hours scouring online digital 
marketing forums, consuming as much knowledge as I 
possibly could.

During those early days, I made multiple attempts with 
several different businesses, but they never worked out. 
On the verge of giving up, I decided to give it one last shot 
with an ex-business partner. We gave this company our all. 
Amazingly, in just a few short months, we built a business 
that generated $4.6 million!

The rest is history.

Through my media agency business, I have been privileged 
to work with some of the top brands around the world like 
BMW and Rolls-Royce.

I also built multiple multi-million dollar eCommerce 
businesses from scratch — before Shopify even existed. 
One of these was awarded by Inc. 5000 as one of the 
fastest-growing companies in America.
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I now own multiple businesses across various industries including eCommerce, Affiliate Marketing, 
Online Education, and SaaS (Software As A Service).

The online education business that I started a couple years ago, iPro Academy, has made a 
tremendous impact on thousands of lives around the globe. I’m more proud of that than any of my 
other businesses. My training and strategies have helped individuals like you to go from zero to over 
$35 million in sales.

My work has been recognized by industry leaders such as Anik Singal, Les Brown, Grant Cardone, and 
Robert Kiyosaki. In fact, Robert Kiyosaki wrote the foreword to my book, Starting From Zero.

I was able to do all this thanks to a skill that’s rarely talked about:

Media Buying

I owe all my success to media buying.

Media buying is essentially a skill which allows anyone to control traffic and sales. It’s by far the #1 
skill that any business or person needs to generate an income online. I’m talking about huge income 
— to eight figures and beyond.

Everything you’ll learn in this white paper comes from my personal experience and vast knowledge of 
media buying. 

When you run ads on Facebook, you are by definition a media buyer. Having these media buying skills 
can go a very long way, regardless of your business type.

My goal is to help you become a better media buyer with Facebook Ads.

I want you to get the most out of your advertising spend with Facebook.

I want you to get more leads and sales for your business.

I want you to get results.

When you see your own results from the Facebook Ads tactics in your hands right now, I know you 
will want to work closer with me through iPro Academy. iPro Academy is a centralized platform where 
you can learn how to build, grow, and scale your online business with three goals in mind: Results, 
Experience, and Community.

I’m being honest and upfront with my motive.
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I want you to remove your skepticism. I want you to stop thinking “Oh, this is a scam,” or “This is too 
good to be true,” or “What’s the catch? There’s no free lunch.”

You’re getting these seven powerful Facebook Ads strategies for free. I’m happy to give first and ask 
later because I know these hacks work for anyone and any business.

Read through this free white paper thoroughly. Apply what you learn. If you enjoy it and want to 
continue learning with me, you can find me at iProAcademy.com.

My FB Playbook is superbly affordable Facebook training with tens of thousands of raving fans. Click 
here to check it out after you finished this white paper.

Enough said. Let’s dive in.

https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
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Facebook Ads Tactic #1 
The 3x3 Ad Formula™

I cannot tell you how important it is to test your campaign at the start. When it comes to advertising 
online, especially with Facebook Ads, you never want to assume what’s going to work and what’s not 
going to work.

Instead, you need to test your campaigns and let the resulting data tell the story.

To get the most out of your Facebook Ads budget when you start out with a new product, new offer, or 
new funnel, you must use the 3x3 Ad Formula™. 

The 3x3 Ad Formula™ is a media buying technique that I accidentally invented. It is an easy yet 
powerful way for you to test your Facebook Ads campaign right out of the gate. 

This is a fundamental principle for all media buyers and Facebook advertisers. You need to 
understand the data, particularly from a psychological perspective.

In a nutshell, here’s how the 3x3 Ad Formula™ works:

You have one main campaign with three different Ad Sets, and three different ads within each Ad Set.

1 x 3 x 3 = 9 ads total
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Let me drill this even further and then I’ll explain the importance of this.

Your one campaign must have one ultimate goal. This goal is either a sale of a specific product or a 
lead from a specific opt-in funnel.

When you set up your campaign, you will set its exact marketing objective. For example: If your 
campaign’s goal is to sell an ice cream maker, then your Facebook campaign with the 3x3 Ad 
Formula™ must be set with Conversions as its objective.

But to sell that specific ice cream maker, you must tell Facebook to be specific about these 
conversions. How? You create a product-specific purchase conversion. We call these Custom 
Conversions.

Custom Conversions

Setting a Custom Conversion tells Facebook exactly what your campaign’s ultimate goal is. 
This is why you should never choose a Standard Event when running your Facebook Ads. Doing so is 
a huge mistake especially if you are running an eCommerce business with a wide range of products 
available for purchase.

The Standard Event will confuse Facebook’s algorithm and hurt the performance of your campaign 
because it cannot specifically optimize for the one specific outcome that you want (the ice cream 
maker sale).

The rule of thumb is: One campaign, one product or offer, one specific outcome.

Facebook Ad Sets

Once you set your campaign’s Custom Conversion, the next step is your Ad Sets.

Facebook’s Ad Sets let you control exactly who will see your ads. Using the 3x3 Ad Formula™, Ad Sets 
is where you target three different consumer interests or behaviors.

By creating three different interests or behavior targets, you are going into the market without any 
assumptions. Again, you never want to assume who your buyers are when you’re starting out. By 
creating three different targeted Ad Sets, you’re letting factual data tell you who your best potential 
customers are — and where your money should be.
Let me explain this with an easy example. Let’s say you want to sell a Tactical Flashlight.

Each different person reading this white paper has his or her own hobbies, preferences, likes, and 
dislikes. So, for a Tactical Flashlight, each different person will have a different target audience in 
mind. 
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In fact, a Tactical Flashlight can be sold to several 
different markets.

It can be sold to audiences interested in camping. It can 
be sold to audiences interested in fishing, or audiences 
interested in hunting. It can even be sold to audiences 
interested in self-defense.

Obviously, each of these different target audiences 
consists of different people and different buying behaviors.

You might assume that your Tactical Flashlight is best targeted to male campers. But the reality might 
be that your customers are actually women concerned with self-defense to protect themselves.

So, when you enter the market with 3 different Ad Sets targets, you allow the hard data to tell you who 
your product is really for instead of making assumptions.

Facebook Ads

The last part of the 3x3 Ad Formula™ is the ads themselves.

The ad plays a significant role in your advertising campaign.

It is used to pre-sell a prospect; to pique enough interest for a prospect to check out your product or 
offer. The messaging, wording, and hooks that you use to stop prospects from scrolling through their 
newsfeed is key.

Every product or offer can have multiple messaging and hooks to position the product to consumers. 
And like your Ad Sets audience targeting, you should never assume what will attract a prospect to 
click.

This is why you want to create 3 different ads.

The best practice is to use 3 different messages and hooks for each ad within each ad set.

Now, I admit I am lazy from time to time. Maybe you are too. So if you do not want to brainstorm 3 
different messages and hooks, you can use three different ad formats with the same message: An 
image ad, a carousel ad, and a video ad.

When you have set up your 3x3 Ad Formula™ correctly, you will see something like this:

The rule of thumb is:
One campaign, 
One product or offer, 
One specific outcome.
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Now you might be wondering why this 3x3 Ad Formula™ is so important when you are testing a new 
product or offer.

The answer is simple.

When it comes to Facebook Ads, only 3 factors will make or break your campaigns.

1. Your Product or Offer

If, after running your campaign for several days with the budget you have to get sufficient data, none 
of your 3 Ad Sets and none of your 9 ads are producing results, that probably means that your product 
and offer doesn’t work.

If this happens, I’m sorry but it’s time for you to go back to the drawing board. Do not waste any time, 
money, or energy trying to make it work.  

2. Your Audience Targeting 

As explained earlier, you never want to assume who your customers are. You may be very surprised 
with the data that you get, especially if you are emotionally attached to the product and targeting.

You may think that one specific target is going to be the one-hit wonder, but it turns out that it is your 
other target that is working out!
The ultimate goal with the 3 different targets is to eliminate any assumptions and instead let data tell 
you who your ideal customers are and what their interests and behaviors are.
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3. Your ad.  

The messaging and hook are super important. You want to identify which ad message is generating 
the results you want!

Again, as in your targeting, you don’t want to assume. You want to let the data tell you what’s 
happening.

If you follow the 3x3 Ad Formula™ correctly, you will quickly identify the specific interest or behavior 
targeting with the one specific ad that is getting you results.

If you did, then congratulations! It’s time for you to take that one ad and scale it up with similar 
interests and behavior targeting using your factual, results-driven data!

I know that for some of you, following this 3x3 Ad Formula™ can be challenging at first. If you want 
to see a complete video training on how to do this, consider grabbing your copy of my FB Playbook 
where I walk you through a full demonstration on how to do it correctly. 

With the 3x3 Ad Formula™, you can immediately identify your winning campaign and scale up right 
away… or go back to the drawing board before wasting any money on a product, audience, or ad that 
won’t sell.

https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
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Facebook Ads Tactic #2
Increasing CTR With Emojis

CTR stands for click-through-rate and plays a significant role in your ads.

A slight increase in your CTR can drastically reduce your cost per click which in turn results in a 
lower cost per lead or sale.

Believe it or not, a powerful CTR strategy that we have used over the past couple years is using 
emojis.

Emojis are now a big part of our everyday life. They are used to bring life to the conversations people 
have through messaging.

For this very reason, using emojis in your ads builds instant rapport with your audience.

Emojis also increase CTR by adding color and emotion to your ads. Remember, there are real people 
seeing your ads behind the screen. The entire purpose of your ad is to create engagement with them.

So, be sure to use relevant emojis in your ad messaging. For example, female icons and feminine-
based emojis like hearts will often attract women to engage and click on your ads.

Irrelevant emojis in your ads can cause more damage than good. Why is that? Because they can 
cause your audience to perceive your business as less of an authority in your industry.

It’s also important not to use too many emojis in your ads. In fact, Facebook actually frowns on over-
usage of emojis in ad copy.

As a result of all my testing, my rule of thumb is: One sentence, one emoji, and no more than five 
emojis total in a Facebook ad. 

My emojis are usually peppered within the post text, plus at least one in my link title. This is the best 
practice and will do the job.
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Final emoji tip: Use only standardized emojis. If the source 
code of an emoji is not standardized, it can appear as a weird 
character in the post. This can happen when you copy and 
paste emojis from the internet, or even when you get them from 
certain online emoji providers.  

I’ve learned that the one and only go-to place for emojis is 
PiliApp. Here’s the direct link for you to grab your emojis: 
https://www.piliapp.com/facebook-symbols/. Bookmark this 
link as it will come in handy.

The rule of thumb is:
One sentence, one 
emoji, and no more than 
five emojis total in a 
Facebook ad. 

https://www.piliapp.com/facebook-symbols/
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Facebook Ads Tactic #3 
Always Use Short Links

If you are not using short links in your Facebook Ads, you’re definitely missing out on a lot of clicks.

Again, as media buyers and Facebook advertisers, our goal is to have the highest CTR possible. We 
do everything — and test everything — to ensure our CTR is always at its highest possible level so 
that we can always get the cheapest click and lowest cost per conversion.

That’s why using short links is one of the little hacks that I use for my Facebook Ads.

The biggest reason short links work so well is because they automatically create a hyperlinked URL 
right in your post text.

This immediately adds another section to your ad; another 
way for your audience to arrive on your landing page.

Remember, your goal is to get the click to your website. 
Short links do the job perfectly.

Some may argue that you don’t need a short link because 
you can use a direct link in your ad. That’s true, but you end 
up with a long, ugly link which takes up a big space in your 
ad. And long, ugly links make your ad look unprofessional.

When it comes to short links, the first provider that comes 
to most people’s minds is Bitly. Many very savvy advertisers 
use Bitly for their Facebook ads. 

But if you are one of them, I’m sorry to give you some 
shocking news. 

Bitly is great on the surface and it does the job. However, 
with a Bitly short link, a lot of your advertising data 
becomes exposed and available to your competitors.

What? It’s true. By simply adding a “+” right after a Bitly 
link, all your ad information is revealed to your competitors. 
That includes information about when your ad started, how 
many clicks you have generated, and what countries you 
are targeting.
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If your competitors know this trick, your business is at risk and vulnerable to copy cats. 

To make matters worse, as a result of scrutiny over privacy, Facebook is now required to release an 
Ad Library in which your ads are revealed to the public.

That means that if your competitor knows your Facebook Page and you’re using Bitly, all of your data 
is exposed!

So now what?

Well, I’ve got a solution for you.

In fact, I’ve invested a ton of my own money to create this solution. It’s called Tiny.ie.

Tiny.ie is designed for digital marketers who want to keep their data private. Every short link you 
create is secure, and your data is available only to you and your team.
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But Tiny.ie doesn’t only protect your data. It comes with a long list of powerful, state-of-the-art 
features that enhance your advertising campaigns on Facebook.

In fact, Tiny.ie is the only short link provider that puts Facebook advertisers first.

Tiny.ie has the ability to track conversions and to split-test your landing pages with ease. (If you 
are not split-testing your landing pages, then you are out of your mind. CRO, or Conversion Rate 
Optimization, is a separate subject definitely worth investigating so that you can get more out of your 
advertising efforts.)

Tiny.ie comes with even more irresistible features needed by every Facebook advertiser.

Here’s a quick list of what you can do with Tiny.ie in your Facebook Ads:

• Instantly swap links to another landing page without affecting the algorithm or creating new ads.
• Build an audience on websites you do not own.
• Control a call-to-action message to third-party websites.
• Segment different landing pages based on the geographical location of your users.
• And much more!

I highly recommend that you check out Tiny.ie. It is a tool you definitely need to get better results with 
your Facebook Ads. 

But believe it or not, Tiny.ie gives you yet another powerful way to beat your competition. 

Branded Links

If you care about your brand name and if you want your ads to get even higher CTR, you want to use 
branded links.

Branded links are simply links which include your own brand’s name in the short link.

Fortune 500 companies use branded links aggressively to have better brand presence. But the real 
reason to use branded links is that they can drastically increase your ad’s click rate, or CTR.

Bitly charges a fortune for branded links and offers only to its “enterprise clients.” 

But guess what? Tiny.ie comes with branded short links for a fraction of the price other companies 
charge.

This doubles the reasons you should start using Tiny.ie. It offers a 14-day free trial, so definitely start 
your account and start playing around with it!
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Click here to get your free trial with Tiny.ie and start experiencing better results with your Facebook 
Ads!

Now we’re going to transition to more advanced strategies. Our first 3 tactics are designed for those 
starting out, or those in the beginner stage.

The remainder of this white paper is for more experienced advertisers who are already investing 
bigger budgets on Facebook Ads.

But you beginners need to know what’s coming down the pike. So whether you’re a beginner or a more 
seasoned Facebook Ads buyer, you should finish reading this entire white paper. 

If you want to become an even better Facebook Advertiser with more of my foundational Facebook 
strategies, I encourage you to check out my superbly affordable course, FB Playbook.

Click here to check out FB Playbook now. It costs less than a fancy cup of Starbucks but what’s 
taught inside will turn you into a savvy Facebook Advertiser who gets better results!

Now, let’s officially begin our scaling strategies.

https://tiny.ie/tiny-ipa
https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
https://tiny.ie/tiny-ipa
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Facebook Ads Tactic #4
Scaling Your Facebook Ads - The RIGHT Way

Earlier in this white paper I shared with you my 3x3 Ad Formula™, developed to quickly pinpoint your 
best-converting offer, targeting, and ad.

Now it’s time to start scaling horizontally and vertically using that one single ad.

If you are unsure what scaling horizontally and vertically means, let me quickly explain.

Scaling horizontally means taking your top-converting target audience and expanding into other 
similar interests and behaviors.

Scaling vertically means increasing the budget on your existing campaign if you are using Campaign 
Budget Optimization (CBO), or increasing the budget of your Ad Sets.

However, as you are scaling up your winning ad, you will face a new challenge that every Facebook 
advertiser faces. This challenge is inevitable for anyone scaling with Facebook, due to its targeting 
capabilities.

What is this challenge, you ask?

It’s ad exhaustion.

Over time, as you increase your budget and audience reach, your ad’s impressions will outnumber the 
number of new Facebook users added to your targeting.

In simple English, your ad will have already reached your entire targeted audience several times. In 
fact, they will have seen your ad multiple times. Some of these people will already have become your 
customers. Those who are not interested will not be likely to change their minds with this ad.   

But you can actually prevent ad exhaustion and prolong the lifespan of your ad!

How? It’s simple.

You take your winning ad and turn it into a dynamic creative with a CBO strategy.

Scaling Horizontally
Expanding target audience Increasing the budget

Scaling Vertically
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The beauty about dynamic creative is that it gives Facebook the ability to help you create hundreds of 
variations of your ads.

Not only will Facebook help you find the best combination of ad elements, but it will make your ad 
look fresh each time your audience sees it.

All you have to do is enable Dynamic Creative right within the Ad Set level. Once enabled, Facebook’s 
dynamic creative gives you the ability to create different ad elements and then let Facebook create 
the combinations. 

To do this, you should create several different images or videos, headlines, and texts.

I normally have 5 variations of each element.

With 5 variations of each, can you guess how many different ads you’ll get?

Let’s do the math together.

To exhaust 125 different ad variations will take much longer than with just one single ad.

When you back up dynamic creatives with CBO strategy, it takes your Facebook Ads to a whole new 
level. In fact, Facebook actually rewards you with a lower CPM if you do this. Facebook wants you to 
let their algorithm and A.I. do the work for you since you already have a proven offer and creative that 
is working.

That’s always Facebook’s focus: to let them do the heavy lifting for their advertisers.

Setting Up A Dynamic Creative CBO Campaign

Here’s how we set up our CBO campaigns to get maximum results.

First off, you want to start with a larger budget campaign. I’d say at a minimum it has to be $200 per 
day or more.

In the Ad Set level, we have six different targets in place. The size of each target audience must 
number in the millions, and we always use automatic placement.

5 images or videos x 5 headlines x 5 post texts 
= 125 different ads!
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This allows Facebook to do its job correctly. As long as you have pixel data (which you should by 
now), it will work in your favor.

In the Ad level, you simply have one dynamic creative. That’s it!

You may get instant results right at the start. Or you may experience a rollercoaster of cost per 
results. 

This rollercoaster ride is what we call the learning phase. The learning phase ultimately tells you on 
average what your results will look like. When your campaign is still in the learning phase, it is still 
optimizing for you.

So the key with a Dynamic CBO Campaign is to let it go through the learning phase.

You just need to monitor your CTR, CPC, and ROAS and you’ll be just fine.

Dynamic Creative CBO scaling is just one of the scaling strategies we use. There are many different 
scaling strategies out there and it all boils down to your data and your industry. Most of the time, 
we’ve seen this strategy work across all kinds of businesses.

But remember: You should only use this strategy when you have found one ad that is producing high 
results and then starts to go south due to ad exhaustion.

But remember: You should only 
use this strategy when you have 
found one ad that is producing 
high results and then starts to 
go south due to ad exhaustion.
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Facebook Ads Tactic #5
One Little Trick To Lower Your CPM

One nightmare of any Facebook Advertiser is rising CPM (Cost Per Thousand). We have almost no 
control over CPM because it is based on supply, demand, and the competitiveness of your particular 
industry.

Ultimately, Facebook is still an auction-based platform. Whoever pays the most wins the piece of 
advertising real estate in Facebook’s newsfeed. Facebook does a great job of hiding this fact. Its 
automatic bidding is purposely designed to focus your attention on the results while letting them help 
you find your lowest-priced conversions.

However, during the last quarter of the fiscal year, or Q4, many businesses struggle. During Q4, big 
corporate brands with higher average order values often wipe out all the smaller-budget businesses. 
Because the bigger companies are dumping what’s left of their annual ad budgets, CPM during Q4 
can be insanely high. Even ad and media agencies go berserk in Q4, bidding high to use up all of their 
clients’ remaining budgets.

That said, there is one trick we can use to lower our CPM to get better results.

At first, leading Facebook experts thought this trick was just a rumor. I thought so too. But I know now 
that it isn’t.

I have witnessed this trick working first hand. It absolutely works! However, I have to be honest with 
you: You have to put in some effort. This is why I placed this one inside the scaling and advanced 
section of our white paper.

So, what is this trick that’s proven to lower your CPM?

It’s your Facebook Page organic post engagement and content!

The majority of Facebook advertisers ignore organic engagement. They use Facebook only for 
advertising and do not play within Facebook’s ecosystem to provide content to their users. 

That’s because a few years ago, Facebook decided to annihilate the reach of organic posts from 
Facebook Pages. It did this because many businesses had found a little loophole; they could avoid 
paying for ads and instead use free organic page posts to advertise. So Facebook destroyed the 
reach of organic posts. 
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However, if you’re a Facebook advertiser, you can still experience lower CPMs with your Facebook ads 
by also providing organic content to your Facebook Page followers!

Let me explain this further to ensure you understand.

Facebook is now a go-to source for people to check for the latest news and updates on their topics of 
interest. Facebook is a content-providing machine, so people deliberately go to Facebook to consume 
content. That’s the core of Facebook’s business: To allow its users to consume content from their 
friends and the brands they follow.

That’s why today, Facebook actually watches your post engagement to see if you are playing within its 
ecosystem. 

If your Facebook Page and your business works with Facebook’s ecosystem and helps it achieve its 
goals as a content provider, you will be rewarded.

This is why posting content on your Facebook Page on a regular basis is important. In fact, I verified 
this with one of my Facebook representatives. He confirmed that Facebook actually looks at each 
advertiser’s Facebook Page organic engagement. If your brand or business is often engaged by users 
on Facebook, it rewards you with a lower ad CPM than other advertisers who do not help Facebook’s 
ecosystem.

This is not a theory. Here’s a direct comparison of two Facebook Ads accounts. 

The first shows a Facebook Page that frequently posts organic content and has a ton of engagement. 
Take a look at this CPM.

Now, take a look at this screenshot.
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Both of these Facebook Ads accounts are targeting exactly the same audience. There’s zero 
difference in the setup and targeting. However, the CPM is dramatically different.

The screenshot with the much lower CPM shows a Facebook Page that shares content frequently and 
has high organic engagement. The other Page barely shares any content, so it has little engagement.

Easy to see who Facebook rewarded, right?

Now, you might be wondering, “How often should I post?” or “What should I post?” or “What should I 
do if I am just starting out and I do not have the budget to create enough content to post?”

First, I can’t tell you exactly how often you should post, but in general I believe you should be posting 
at least 3 to 5 times a week to keep your engagement rolling.

I post a minimum of one post a day and up to three per day. Ever since I started doing this for my 
businesses, I noticed decreases in my CPMs on my ads.

What should you post? Post content that your followers will actually want to read and engage with. 
Each industry is different and I do not have the answer for each business. But if you are living within 
your industry, coming up with these should be simple for you.

Now to answer your last question, “What should I do if I am just starting out and I do not have the 
budget to create enough content to post?”

That I can answer.

You can curate content from viral articles or content-providing websites. In fact, you can even curate 
content to create a custom audience list of those who consumed the content and control the call to 
action on other websites!
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How? This is a feature that Tiny.ie offers.

Tiny.ie has a hidden feature that can help you create a custom audience list of those who consume 
the content you share on websites you don’t own and allow you to remarket to them. Even better, 
when you are sharing a specific article, you can even control the call to action on the article you share 
to send traffic back to your website!

It’s super powerful and all my businesses use it!

You can click here to learn more about this. If you don’t have much content to share, this can definitely 
help you a lot!

Remember, the more you play within Facebook’s ecosystem, the more it will reward you. So start 
posting on your Facebook Page with engaging content for your consumers!

Remember: the more you play within 
Facebook’s ecosystem, the more it will 
reward you. So start posting on your 
Facebook Page with engaging content 
for your consumers!

https://tiny.ie/28XFhFJ
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Facebook Ads Tactic #6
The Hidden Lookalikes With Better Results

Lookalikes are where the money is at!

Lookalike audiences are Facebook’s best invention. They are what helps Facebook advertisers get 
massive results with Facebook Ads. 

In fact, when you are starting out, your entire focus with Facebook Ads is to get Lookalike audiences 
to convert as quickly as possible. This is where the real scaling comes into play and where your big 
money is.

The ultimate key to success lies in your initial seed audience. This is the audience you use to create 
your Lookalike audiences.

You may have already heard that you should upload your customer list to create a Lookalike audience 
based on customers who have visited your website or added a product to cart, using your purchase 
pixel data.

This is all important. However, there are some hidden Lookalikes that you can use for your business. 
Most other businesses are not using these at all, leaving a lot of money on the table and missing out 
on huge opportunities.

Once again, this section is for those who are more advanced and already scaling up their ads. If you 
are just starting out, you can use the ones I mentioned above. 

But when it comes to scaling, here are some Lookalikes that you should use. If you are not using 
them, you should quickly test them right away.

Hidden Lookalike #1: Your 2x Buyers List

Your 2x buyers list is a super hot list for creating Lookalikes. This list consists of customers who have 
bought from you two times or more.

Your 2x buyers list and the Lookalike Audience that you create from it are much higher quality than 
single purchase buyers.  

You may experience a higher CPM when you use this Lookalike audience. But it’s well worth it 
because they are more likely to buy more than once from you. Your goal is not just quantity but 
quality as well!
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Hidden Lookalike #2: Most Spent Customers

Now, don’t get Most Spent Customers confused with the LTV (Lifetime Value) list that Facebook tells 
you to upload. In fact, I’m strongly against using the LTV list; once you have given Facebook this data, 
you’re doomed!

I have a student who uploaded his LTV list to Facebook. Instantly his CPM rose and his business 
started to tank. Why? Because when Facebook sees that you are making more in return, they will 
serve your ads to higher quality users. This can affect your results and your business. 

I’ve got to be honest. I’ve experienced this too and it took a long time to get out of this situation.

So, what do I mean by Most Spent Customers?

You export a list of the customers who spend the most money with you and you only upload their 
email addresses — nothing else!

Facebook won’t know the true value of these users since you are not providing it to them. This way 
you won’t be affected with the LTV issue.

When you upload the emails of your Most Spent Customers, Facebook will find similar audiences who 
will most likely spend more in your business as well!

Hidden Lookalike #3: iOS Purchases

I actually discovered this by accident.

We all know that the majority of our conversions come from mobile placements. One day as I was 
creating a custom audience, I noticed that I could specify the specific mobile device type of my 
audience.

In fact, I can even create an audience of people who have purchased from me in the past and who are 
using an iOS or Android device.

I tested both iOS and Android devices. Lo and behold, my iOS Lookalikes outperformed the Android 
Lookalikes.

This was a surprising discovery for me. I’m still unsure why my iOS users won the test. My guess is 
that because Apple phones cost more than an Android, I may be reaching users who are more affluent 
in my market.

You should definitely give this a try to see how it turns out for you.
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All you have to do is go to your Audience tab and create a Custom Audience from your purchasers 
and then add in the rule of devices. Create a Lookalike from it and give it a test!

Hidden Lookalike #4: Most Spent Time Page Visitors

We are all told to create a Lookalike from our page visitors. Sometimes it works, but unfortunately 
sometimes it doesn’t.

The reason why creating a Lookalike from your page visitors sometimes doesn’t work is because 
many of your visitors may spend less than five seconds on your web page. These are unqualified 
users that you obviously do not want, especially if you are trying to create a Lookalike.

This is why you want to create a Lookalike from the page visitors who spend the most time on your 
page.

You can do this within Facebook, but it is buried in your account.

It’s called the Top 25% of your page visitors.

To create this Custom Audience, first head over to the Audience tab.
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Select Website Visitors and change All Visitors to Visitors By Spent Time. 

By default you will get the top 25% of those who spend the most time on your website. If you get a ton 
of traffic, you can change the percentage from 25% to 10% or even 5%. 
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Now, I don’t just go after all my website visitors. I actually go after the visitors of the specific landing 
pages that I use for my ads to create my best Lookalike audiences!

Hidden Lookalike #5: Anyone Who Has Messaged You

Let’s be real. If you are not interested in a product or an offer, you won’t be messaging that Facebook 
Page.

But if you are interested, you will take extra steps to go to their Facebook Page, find the message 
button, and write them a message.

Imagine the customers who message your Page. You know for a fact that these are going to be your 
best customers as they are taking the initiative, the time, and the extra steps to find you and message 
you.

This is why your fifth hidden Lookalike to create and test is based on people who message your 
Facebook Page.

This audience is far different from audiences who only engage with your posts. These people are 
purposely finding you to ask you questions on what you have to offer. Often these people are already 
your customers.

To create this audience, select Facebook Page under Custom Audience creation and change the 
setting to People Who Sent A Message To Your Page.” Then simply create a Lookalike audience.
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Again, I’m going to be a broken record about this: Lookalikes are where your money is at. Be creative 
and create your best seed list audience to get maximum results.

By the time you get Lookalikes to work for you, you can easily scale your business to six figures and 
beyond.
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Facebook Ads Tactic #7
Superbly High ROAS Facebook Strategy

Let’s start this strategy with a screenshot below:

That’s some massive ROAS (Return On Ad Spend)!

How did I do it? What’s this strategy?

It’s called Facebook Broadcasting.

Once again, this strategy is for those who have a decent-sized brand and those who use Facebook 
Messenger for their business.

Facebook Messenger is definitely one of the hottest and most talked-about marketing tools. It is 
changing the landscape of how consumers interact with brands.

When Facebook Messenger was first released to businesses, it was like the Wild West. Business 
could do all sorts of stuff to take full advantage of the feature.

Previously, with Facebook Messenger and chatbot usage, you could broadcast messages at any time 
to anyone who had messaged your Facebook Page. Essentially, you were sending sales messages at 
no cost. This became a lucrative and highly profitable strategy for a lot of businesses as the open rate 
and clickthrough rate on these messages was massive. 

But Facebook recently put a stop to all this. Facebook updated its Messenger Policy. If you violate this 
policy, Facebook can stop you from using Messenger.

Right now, you cannot broadcast to your entire Messenger list. Well, you can… but it will put your 
Messenger list at risk if you do.

Luckily, there’s a workaround to this. It’s a strategy that hardly any businesses use.
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I love using this strategy as it has proven to be one of my highest ROAS strategies.

It’s called Facebook Sponsored Message.

What you’re doing is essentially paying for a broadcast to your entire messenger list regardless of 
how old the contacts are.

The CTR and ROAS you get from this is absolutely unprecedented, and it hardly costs you anything 
because there’s rarely any competition.

To use Facebook Sponsored Message, select Messenger as your marketing object. 

Now change the Messenger type from Click To Message to Sponsored Message.

This will put your ad directly into the Facebook Message inbox of everyone on your Messenger list.

If you want to learn exactly how to do this, I have a full step-by-step video training about this inside my 
FB Masterclass as part of my FB Playbook Series. You can access it by clicking here!

https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
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Final Thoughts
I hope you have enjoyed this white paper. I know you’re going to find that each of these 7 Results-
Driven Facebook Ads Tactics is helpful to your success.

My goal is to help you get results, but it all boils down to you taking action.

I sincerely ask you to implement these 7 tactics now. Don’t just let them sit in your mind.

You’ve now learned some of the strategies that I personally use for my Facebook Ads. I’m confident 
to say that using even just one of these strategies can make a positive impact to your Facebook Ads.

Now, if you think the strategies in this white paper are valuable, I’ve got to say that you’re going to 
learn 10x as much in my FB Playbook and my FB Masterclass.

This is where you’ll find my step-by-step tutorials and in-depth explanations on how I run my 
Facebook Ads.

I guarantee you will see significant results with my FB Playbook.

The best part is it’s only $7.

Seriously, FB Playbook is the best $7 you will ever invest in your Facebook knowledge. The training 
and insider knowledge you get can potentially help you earn a substantial income.

Click here to get FB Playbook now!

Last, I also want to share iPro Academy with you.

iPro Academy is a centralized education platform where you can gain all the knowledge you need to 
build, grow, and scale your business no matter where you are in your entrepreneurship path.

All iPro Academy training is built around real-world results that you can replicate for your business.
I personally invite you to check out iPro Academy. If you want to learn all the aspects of digital 
marketing and online entrepreneurship, iPro Academy is definitely the place you want to be.

Click here to check out and explore iPro Academy now!

I also offer a ton of FREE courses for you. I highly recommend that you check it all out.
To conclude, I want to say thank you!

https://tiny.ie/qYrDcHr
https://tiny.ie/a3ThP6j
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Thank you for your time in reading this white paper.

I genuinely hope you gain a lot of value from this white paper and that I can continue to be a part of 
your journey to becoming a successful Facebook advertiser.

My goal is to keep sharing my knowledge and experience to help you get results!

You can follow me on social media or find me at iProAcademy.com.

I look forward to your success and I hope this white paper is part of it!

To your success,

Fred Lam
iPro Academy
 
 
 
 
 




